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ABSTRACT 

For both environmental and motion control reasons, electric vehicles (EVs) are becoming more popular. Compared to internal 

combustion engines, their electric motors provide a faster and more accurate torque response than conventional engines. In spite 

of their limited range, electric cars need frequent recharging because of their poor range per charge. As a consequence, achieving 

wireless power transfer—the transmission of electromagnetic energy without the need of physical connections such as cables or 

waveguides—requires compromising on numerous critical requirements (such as efficiency) (such as stability). Several different 

devices and items are necessary for a smart home to function (IoT). Using electrical hookups or Lithium batteries to power all of 

them just confuses things further. Wireless power transmission (WPT) uses magnetic fields to transfer energy across short 

distances." 
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INTRODUCTION 

Aside from the obvious environmental benefits, electric vehicles (EVs) are also capable of sophisticated motion control. 

Compared to internal combustion engines, their electric motors can respond more quickly and precisely to torque. Electric 

vehicles, on the other hand, must be charged often because of their restricted range. Users should be charged and the load should 

be reduced as a result of a charging network being established. Wireless power transfer systems for charging automotive 

accumulators are getting enough attention right now. Batteries may now be recharged on the go, which is in line with the norms of 

the world's most advanced nations. Wireless power transmission for moving transportation vehicles is still in the prototype stage, 

however, according to the latest research and development. The electromagnetic induction technology is used to charge 

accumulated batteries through wireless electro power transfer. Wireless power transmission systems that use electromagnetic 

inductance and a long distance between their transmitting and receiving transformer windings might benefit from the resonance 

inductive power transfer technology. 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

MINGZHAO SONG ET.AL (2021) The usage of wireless power transfer is limited due to the fact that it depends on 

electromagnetic field management techniques that were initially introduced decades ago and that it sacrifices certain essential 

aspects in the process (such as efficiency). — the transmission of electromagnetic energy without physical connectors like wires 

or waveguides — is becoming increasingly common (such as stability). Wireless power transmission has evolved in recent years 

thanks to new methods of manipulating electromagnetic fields. For wireless power transmission, new physical effects and 

materials are being developed. These are discussed below. Some of the solutions that we are investigating include coherent perfect 

absorption, exceptional points, and parity–time symmetry, as well as on-site power generation. The utilisation of acoustic power 

transmission, as well as the usage of metamaterials and metasurfaces, is also examined in this study Aspects of wireless power 

transmission technologies that might be explored in the future are also discussed here. 

 

ALI HAJIMIRI ET.AL (2021) Our circuits and algorithms demonstrate arbitrary and nonuniform array-based dynamic 3-D 

lensing and focusing of electromagnetic power in radiative near- and far-field regions. Long-range wireless power transfer, 

volumetric sensing and imaging, high-speed communications, and optical phased arrays are just a few possible applications. A 

system's theoretical performance limits may be calculated. Adaptive algorithms do not need prior information of the receiver's 

location in order to focus power on the receiver(s) (s). As a result, it uses orthogonal bases to simultaneously adjust the phases of 

many components. 2-D orthogonal and pseudo-orthogonal matrices are generated using Hadamard and pseudo-Hadamard 

matrixes. There's no need for factory calibration since the GU and RU work together to quickly and reliably focus energy. For 

low-rate and high-latency communications, orthogonality allows batch processing. For immediate refocusing at various places, 

secondary vector-based computations may be used. The use of an emulator allows for more thorough testing of a system. The RF 

lensing methods described in this article can be used successfully, according to extensive testing. At distances larger than one 

metre, a wireless transmission may recover more than 2 W of dc power. Dynamic power projection is possible at different angles 
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and distances larger than 10 m from the system. In the future, wireless power, sensing, and communication will all be integrated 

into a single system. 

 

LIONEL PICHON (2020) This technology is now commercially feasible in a wide range of applications, from consumer 

electronics to medical implants. The benefits of WPT over regular cable charging for electric cars are many. However, even 

though some commercial vehicles currently have a wireless charging system, it is vital to explore a variety of domains in order to 

enhance design methodologies. Magneto-coupling systems are one of the most crucial components of wireless power 

transmission, and their efficiency and stray field levels have a considerable impact on both. According to the findings of this 

study, electric automobiles may benefit from three types of inductive power transfer. Concerns about human exposure and the 

impact of system parameter uncertainties are addressed after consideration of the coupling system's architecture and efficiency. 

 

LUKE HUTCHINSON ET.AL (2019) If you're concerned about vehicle range, on-board energy storage capacity, and network 

dispersion of static charging systems, WPT may be a solution. WPT (Wireless Power Transfer) has the potential to speed up the 

adoption of electric cars (EVs) by making them more user-friendly and more affordable, as well as extending their range 

indefinitely. Current traction battery technology, conductive and inductive charging methods, important dynamic charging 

parameters, and notable WPT charging system development are all discussed in this article.. Read more.. To recognise the work 

that has to be done in the area of driver, vehicle and infrastructure interaction, the DWPT system requirements are summarised 

and international standards are underlined. The gap is not a technical one; rather, it is a matter of implementing the new 

technology properly. Interoperability difficulties across nations and systems can't be avoided if system designs aren't planned and 

deployed in accordance with established standards. These situations and places are described in order to bring about effective 

deployments, in which the technologies' influence is maximised with the minimal amount of infrastructure and technology 

consumption. 

 

TOSHIYUKI FUJITA ET.AL (2017) With the introduction of electric vehicles (EVs), a solution must be found in order to 

overcome issues such as limited range and long recharging periods. A dynamic wireless power transfer (WPT) system is one of 

the most effective choices for supplying electric power to moving electric automobiles. As discussed in the next sections, this 

paper's WPT system has multiple fixed main and secondary coils as well as a moving secondary coil. This system's unique 

characteristic is the use of a single vehicle-side coil for both dynamic and stationary WPT. The dynamic WPT system formed 

from a stationary WPT system is equal to the stationary system in terms of its equivalent circuit, according to theoretical analysis. 

Circular coils might cause misalignment and flux distribution problems in the dynamic WPT system, hence solenoid coils are 

recommended. As part of a 3 kW dynamic WPT system, it is designed, produced, and tested to verify the principles of operation 

and the capability of continuous power transfer. 

 

WIRELESS POWER 

The notion of a "smart house" depends on a wide range of gadgets and items (IoT). As a result, supplying all of them with 

electricity through wall connectors or Lithium batteries becomes more difficult. It is possible to transmit electricity across small 

distances using magnetic fields through wireless power transmission (WPT). Nonradiative and radiative methods are used in 

WPT. In consumer items such as electric toothbrushes, smart cards, RFID, and pacemakers, the near-field nonradiative form is 

already in use. For smart homes, this version is more suited since it focuses on a smaller number of devices in smaller spaces. In 

contrast, long-distance P2P power transmission utilises a radiative approach. Either laser or microwave beams are used. These, on 

the other hand, are not suitable for usage at home. 

 

REVIEW THE CLASSIFICATION OF WPT 

For onboard battery chargers, electricity is delivered via one of three WPT energy transfer methods: an electromagnetic field, an 

electric field, or a mechanical force. The physical mechanisms that WPT 300tilizes are often used to classify it. 

 

Table 1. WPT Classification of Different Energy-carrying medium 
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Table 1 shows how an electromagnetic field may be used to charge an electric vehicle. For WPT technology, the following is a list 

of the general Electromagnetic fields: WPT that may be utilised for long-distance power transfers, such as those between solar 

power satellites and the earth, such as electromagnetic radiation (microwave, laser, or radio wave). Major frequency operation is 

from 300 MHz to 3000 Ghz. It's not possible to use lasers or microwaves to charge electric vehicles, according to Table 1. Radio 

waves are inefficient for charging electric vehicles. For transmissions in the near field, this technique is also known as capacitive 

coupling WPT. Electric cars cannot be charged using this technology since it lacks the requisite power and range. Magnetic 

coupling WPT (inductive or resonant) is much safer than electric induction/coupling for near-field transmission. Technology that 

uses resonant coupling transfer in the form of electromagnetic resonance transfer (ERCM) is based on the coupled-mode theory. 

This coupled-mode theory decreases power loss due to the large air gap and the absence of significant placement limitations. The 

gadget created in is 90 percent efficient inside 1 m due to its excellent characteristics. It is possible to classify WPT as either a 

fixed charge or a dynamic charge. Whether or not the car is moving is dependent on the amount of time it takes to charge. The 

ERCM WPT technology for EVs, whether it is static or dynamic, is capable. 

 

THIRD GENERATION WIRELESS IN-WHEEL MOTOR 

The third-generation wireless in-wheel motor is described in detail in this section (W-IWM3). WPT and the in-wheel motor are 

combined in this arrangement. A drive system with an in-wheel motor is one in which the motor is built into the wheel itself. 

First-generation in-wheel motors with WPT8 were created by the authors' research group, as were second-generation wireless in-

wheel motors (W-IWM2) with dynamic WPT. The DC-DC efficiency of the 9 W-IWM2 is 92% and its power supply capability is 

12 kW. Specifically, the 18 kW and 95% efficiency objectives for the following model W-IWM310 represent an improvement 

above W-IWM2. Figure 1 shows the W-IWM3 and its attachment; Figure 2 shows the system setup. 

 
(A) Overview of W-IWM3 

 

 
(B) W-IWM3 with vehicle 

Figure 1Third generation wireless in-wheel motor 
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UNSOLVED PROBLEMS OR DIFFICULTIES 

The WPT system is already attracting the interest of an increasing number of researchers. According to Bi and colleagues, energy 

and environmental evaluations have been examined together with economic and regulatory considerations as well as health and 

safety considerations. He argues that driving performance and energy economy should be continually enhanced and raised. The 

initial expense of implementing dynamic WPT may be prohibitive. Mobile EVs with dynamic WPT-based WPT systems 

coverage. Driving in the desert, bush, or other secluded locales is a particularly challenging experience for an electric vehicle. Is 

there a way to recharge the EV in this area? Does the EV have to be used solely in urban areas, or may it go on public roadways 

and highways? There may be a difficulty with the financial aspect of the project. It would not be possible to handle the financial 

burden in third-world nations or emerging countries. Among the requirements for a WPT system are high efficiency, a large air 

gap, and a high output level. Numerous research focused at enhancing productivity, on the other hand, have produced a slew of 

findings. An air gap of 150 mm was sufficient for 95 percent efficiency in two-coil systems with adjustable coils. The WPT 

system's efficiency is still poor as a consequence of its transmission and conversion losses. More work is needed before the WPT 

system can be used effectively in the real world. The WPT system's efficiency could be improved with a new mathematical model 

for expressing compensation topology, proper resonant circuit design containing LCC or LCL, or improved topologies for 

obtaining better optimal inverter topology, appropriate circuit parameter design, and duty cycle selection. Increasing the AC input 

supply voltage may reduce transmission losses and improve mobility in the long term. The WPT construction costs might be 

significantly lowered if the power rail width is decreased. " It's time to look into and draught universally agreed-upon criteria and 

standards. 

 

CONCLUSION 

There is now a count showing that traditional transportation uses internal combustion engines to produce over a 25% ratio of 

environmental pollutants. There has been an increase in the need for EV technology development. In spite of these difficulties, 

consumers have not yet adopted the Plug-in charging strategy for electric vehicles. Starting with the WPT system's construction, 

the essay covers the fundamentals of electromagnetic resonant coupling in a concise manner. With an increase in transmission and 

reception distance, the resonance frequency of the transformer (which is aiming for the transmission inductance coils resonance 

frequency) will be reduced. Reducing the transmitting circuit's resonance frequency improves wireless power transmission 

efficiency and expands the resonance transformer's ideal distance between coils; 
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